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THE INFORMATION DEPARTMENT SHOULD NOT SHUT THE DOORS OF VIDHAN 

SOUDHA TO “WEB PORTALS EDITORS” AND“ONLINE JOURNALISTS” 

 
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: The information department need to accredit web portals and permit entry to Vidhan Soudha Bengaluru to online journalist and web journalist of Daily 

News Web Portals despite they come in electronic media and 10 passes each need to be given to each electronic media portal and these web portals fulfills 2009 media accreditation rules and Vidhan Soudha Pass 

issuing rules.  The director of information cannot refused to issue passes to online journalist and web journalists .Vidhan soudha is public building and denial of issue of passes means department does not want to 

disseminate information to public which is prime duty of information of department. The director information department issues passes only to print media and this director does not want to encourage digital 

transformation of information department. Daily news portals are within the definition of “electronic media” and they are running Daily media portals since several years and months and entire content is available 

on the web portals. As per rules and policy of Information department 10 Vidhan Soudha passes can be made available to each “electronic media” online journalist or web journalist .In the definition of “electronic 

media” Broadcast or storage media that take advantage of electronic technology. They may include television, radio, Internet, fax, CD-ROMs, DVD, and any other medium that requires electricity or digital encoding 

of information. The term 'electronic media' is often used in contrast with print media. 

 

Department of Information and Public Relations, Karnataka miserably failed to use digital media or electronic media or internet web portals or web journalist or online journalist. Department of Information and 

Public Relations is not using and encouraging web portals or web journalist or online journalist for the purpose of dissemination of information. Department of Information and Public Relations must understand 

that it will loose relevance if it does not go with digital transformation. Digital transformation is the only way to go forward. Whether it is small medium or large enterprise or even government there is no escaping 

digital transformation. Smart phones and better connectivity desktop and laptops and tablets have changed the way of citizen‟s lives .The electronic media revolution has renewed debate about print media's 

relevance. In reality, both communication forms have advantages and disadvantages. Print media reporters may cover subjects with greater depth than writers of electronic media. However, electronic media's ability 

to break news at lightning speeds is cited as a key factor for the continuing decline of print media readership. Broadcast or internet media that take advantage of electronic Technology. They may include web 

television, web radio, Internet Portals , CD-ROMs, DVD, and any other medium that requires electricity or digital encoding of information. The term 'electronic media' is often used in contrast with print media. 

 

Content published on the World Wide Web is immediately available to a global audience of users. This makes the World Wide Web a very cost-effective medium to publish information. It is relatively inexpensive to 

publish information on the Internet. At a fraction of the cost to publish information by traditional methods, various organizations and individuals can now distribute information to millions of users. It costs only a 

few thousand dollars to establish an Internet presence and publish content on the Internet. Traditional methods of performing surveys are often relatively slow and expensive compared to online surveys conducted 

on the Internet. For example, in order to fill out various needs of customers or what they would like to see in a future product, it's often necessary to compile a list of  address and mail a questionnaire to many 

customers. The success of such an attempt is not always guaranteed and can be very costly in terms of mailing the questionnaires and entering responses to a databases and analyzing it. On the other hand, you can 

use the World Wide Web to automate the whole process. For example, you can set up a CGI script to conduct online surveys. Results of such a survey can be automatically updated to a database. This database can 

then be  used to keep a pulse on various opinions and needs of customers. 

 

The Internet has revolutionized the computer and communications world like nothing before. The invention of the telegraph, telephone, radio, and computer set the stage for this unprecedented integration of 

capabilities. The Internet is at once a world-wide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information dissemination, and a medium for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their computers 

without regard for geographic location. The Internet represents one of the most successful examples of the benefits of sustained investment and commitment to research and development of information 

infrastructure.Digital journalism also known as online journalism is a contemporary form of journalism where editorial content is distributed via the Internet as opposed to publishing via print or broadcast. What 

constitutes 'digital journalism' is debated by scholars. However the primary product of journalism, which is news and features on current affairs, is presented solely or in combination as text, audio, video and some 

interactive forms, and disseminated through digital media .Fewer barriers to entry, lowered distribution costs, and diverse computer networking technologies have led to the widespread practice of digital 

journalism.It has democratized the flow of information that was previously controlled by traditional media including newspapers, magazines, radio, and television.Some have asserted that greater degree of creativity 

can be exercised with digital journalism when compared to traditional journalism and traditional media.The digital aspect may be central to the journalistic message and remains, to some extent, within the creative 

control of the writer, editor, and/or publisher.Online Journalists are people who gather information that is relevant to the public and communicate this over various media. An online journalist would collect, write or 

edit news-reports, articles, features, interviews, opinion pieces, photographs or even podcasts and videos on news and events on an online platform. If you are located and work from India, all the laws applicable to 

citizens of India will also apply to Online Journalists. These include the Constitution of India, Press Laws and Acts, provisions of the Indian Penal Code and the Criminal Procedures Code, Broadcasting regulations 

etc. The Press Council of India has a comprehensive list of acts applicable for journalists. Besides, the amended Information Technology Act, 2000, governs all electronic communication. So, if a print, television, 

radio or mobile media journalist transmitted any information electronically, the provisions of the IT Act would also be applicable. Print media content is governed by a number of laws, including the Constitution of 

India‟s provisions on freedom of expression and privacy, other specific laws on registration of publications, provisions in the Indian Penal Code, etc. An online article will attract different provision of the 

Information Technology Act, along with all the other laws. Unlike print publications, online news sites or portals do not have to be registered in India. All you need is a domain name registration. 

 

Only some press laws will apply to a news website in India. Online media does not come under the purview of the Press Council of India, the Working Journalists Act, The Press and Registration of Books Act, 1867, 

The Young Persons (Harmful Publications) Act, 1956 and the Delivery of Books and Newspapers (Public Libraries) Act, 1954.However, since the amended Information Technology Act, 2000, governs all electronic 

communication, a news website will come under its purview. If a report elicits comments that are deemed offensive, then the web editor, the reporter, the publisher of the website (if any) will be held primarily 

responsible and a suit can be filed against them even after takedown of the content. Copyright comes into existence as soon as a work is created and no formality is required to be completed for acquiring copyright. 

However, it is advisable to state the terms of copyright at the bottom of your website. There is no copyright over news. However, there is copyright over the way in which a news item is reported.Wikipedia definition: 

Electronic media are media that use electronics or electromechanical energy for the end user (audience) to access the content. This is in contrast to static media (mainly print media), which today are most often 

created electronically, but do not require electronics to be accessed by the end user in the printed form.  

 

The primary electronic media sources familiar to the general public are video recordings, audio recordings, multimedia presentations, slide presentations, CD-ROM and online content. Most new media are in the 

form of digital media. However, electronic media may be in either analogue electronics data or digital electronic data format.Although the term is usually associated with content recorded on a storage medium, 

recordings are not required for live broadcasting and online networking.Any equipment used in the electronic communication process (e.g. television, radio, telephone, desktop computer, game console, handheld 

device) may also be considered electronic media.A new breed of Internet aware applications will start emerging in software stores by the time you read this. These applications will enable users to develop content for 

the World Wide Web by simply saving as an HTML file. In addition to software developers making existing applications Internet aware, various new, powerful, and easy-to use Internet content publishing 

applications are also being developed. These applications will make the task of publishing content on the Internet even easier. Most of these applications are developed for  Windows users. Content published on the 

World Wide Web can be richly formatted by using various HTML tags and graphic formats. The capability to do this is a major reason for the success of the World Wide Web. In addition to using HTML tags and 

various multimedia formats in Web pages, various interactive controls can also be added to a web page. This capability allows Web  site content developers to create "active" Web sites. For example, before a user 

sends some information to a Web server for processing, a VBScript or JavaScript subroutine can be used to verify  information typed in by the user. Various formatting capabilities,  along with technologies such as 

Java and VBScript, make the World Wide Web a richly interactive medium that you can use to distribute information to millions of users.When information is added to a Web site, it's immediately available for 

browsing by millions of Internet users. 

 The World Wide Web is an ideal medium of information distribution because it takes away the time lag associated with publishing content and actually making it available to users. With the World Wide Web, you 

can distribute various announcements to millions of users in a timely manner. Because there is virtually no time lag from the time it takes to publish information to making the information available to users, the Web 

is an ideal medium to publicize announcements. As more people discover the virtues of the Web and get connected to the Internet, the Web will become the medium of choice for many organizations and individuals 

to publicize various announcements.Many newspapers, such as the New York Times, AND Times of India and other news papers have created online sites to remain competitive and have taken advantage of audio, 

video, and text linking to remain at the top of news consumers' lists. Newspapers rarely break news stories any more, with most websites reporting on breaking news before the cable news channels. Digital 

journalism allows for reports to start out vague and generalized, and progress to a better story. Newspapers and TV cable are at a disadvantage because they generally can only put together stories when an ample 

amount of detail and information are available. Often, newspapers have to wait for the next day, or even two days later if it is a late-breaking story, before being able to publish it. Newspapers lose a lot of ground to 

their online counterparts, with ad revenue shifting to the Internet, and subscription to the printed paper decreasing. People are now able to find the news they want, when they want, without having to leave their 

homes or pay to receive the news.Because of this, many people have viewed digital journalism as the death of journalism. Free advertising on websites such as Craigslist has transformed how people publicize; the 

Internet has created a faster, cheaper way for people to get news out, thus creating the shift in ad sales from standard newspapers to the Internet. There has been a substantial effect of digital journalism and media 

on the newspaper industry, with the creation of new business models. It is now possible to contemplate a time in the near future when major towns will no longer have a newspaper and when magazines and network 

news operations will employ no more than a handful of reporters. Many newspapers and individual print journalists have been forced out of business because of the popularity of digital journalism. The newspapers 

that have not been willing to be forced out of business have attempted to survive by saving money, laying off staff, shrinking the size of the publications, eliminating editions, as well as partnering with other 

businesses to share coverage and content.In 2009, one study concluded that most journalists are ready to compete in a digital world and that theses journalists believe the transition from print to digital journalism in 

their newsroom is moving too slowly. Some highly specialized positions in the publishing industry have become obsolete. The growth in digital journalism and the near collapse of the economy has also led to 

downsizing for those in the industry. Online Journalists are people who gather information that is relevant to the public and communicate this over various media. An online journalist would collect, write or edit 

news-reports, articles, features, interviews, opinion pieces, photographs or even podcasts and videos on news and events on an online platform.If you are located and work from India, all the laws applicable to 

citizens of India will also apply to you. These include the Constitution of India, Press Laws and Acts, provisions of the Indian Penal Code and the Criminal Procedures Code, Broadcasting regulations etc. The Press 

Council of India  has a comprehensive list of acts applicable for journalists. Besides, the amended Information Technology Act, 2000, governs all electronic communication. So, if a print, television, radio or mobile 

media journalist transmitted any information electronically, the provisions of the IT Act would also be applicable.Print media content is governed by a number of laws, including the Constitution of India‟s provisions 

on freedom of expression and privacy, other specific laws on registration of publications, provisions in the Indian Penal Code, etc. An online article will attract different provision of the Information Technology Act, 

along with all the other laws.  

 

If you are a print journalist and your report appears online in media company‟s website,  Information Technology Act apply to you. Unlike print publications, online news sites or portals do not have to be registered 

in India. All you need is a domain name registration.Only some press laws will apply to a news website in India. Online media does not come under the purview of the Press Council of India, the Working Journalists 
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Act, The Press and Registration of Books Act, 1867, The Young Persons (Harmful Publications) Act, 1956 and the Delivery of Books and Newspapers (Public Libraries) Act, 1954.However, since the amended 

Information Technology Act, 2000, governs all electronic communication, a news website will come under its purview. Reporters and web editors are legally responsible for content on a site. Under the amended IT 

Act, 2000, all responsibility for ensuring that no „objectionable‟ content is uploaded online and for taking down content will vest with the intermediary. Facebook relies on its user community to determine if the 

content is offensive or not. Every wall post, photo, note etc. has a report abuse link embedded in it. Unlike Twitter, Facebook maintains no record of censorship. The intermediary hosting your site, your editor, 

reporter will be held responsible.Content on social media networks is usually public, unless users activate privacy settings to restrict viewers. So journalists can use content from social media networks but it is a good 

idea to be ethical in using material that can compromise privacy.If a blogger posts blogs that are journalistic in nature, i.e., the blogger uses the blogging platforms for posting reports, views, opinions, comments on 

events, then the blogger can be called a journalist. Bloggers and journalists share the same protection under the law because article 19 (1) (a) that defines freedom of expression applies to all citizens. The media in 

India does not enjoy special privileges under the law unlike US, where freedom of press was ratified by the First Amendment.A journalist can publish their stories on their personal blogs. A lot depends on the nature 

of contract with the concerned media organisation s/he works for. A journalist can publish their stories giving an attribution to the employer that published the story originally. If the contract is such that the 

journalist retains her/his copyright of the story, then the journalist ought to mention it clearly.An online journalistic report seeks to collect and provide information that has a public interest. A blog post can be about 

a wide range of subjects written in various styles- from one‟s opinions, reports and factual information to personal accounts of one‟s travels, cookery, pets, health, philosophy etc. Legally, both online journalistic 

reports as well as blog-posts have the same status under the IT Act. 

  

  

The blog owner is responsible for the comments on his/her blog. The responsibility also extends to the websites offering free blogging services or the blog hosts.The intermediary is solely responsible for taking down 

content. If a report elicits comments that are deemed offensive, then the web editor, the reporter, the publisher of the website (if any) will be held primarily responsible and a suit can be filed against them even after 

takedown of the content. Currently, under the IT Act, there is no provision or forum for you to challenge a complaint or a take down notice. You will have to take down the content within 36 hour of receipt of the 

complaint and then challenge it in a court of law.Content on social media networks is usually public, unless users activate privacy settings to restrict viewers. So journalists can use content from social media networks 

but it is a good idea to be ethical in using material that can compromise privacy.If the content is part of a blog created by an individual blog creator, it will vest with the creator. It is a very good idea to state the terms 

of ownership and sharing of the content prominently on the site.If the content is part of a website, it will vest with the owner of the website.Several bloggers or website owners do try to share content for non-

commercial use and obtain limited licences for this. More information can be obtained from CreativeCommons and Copyleft.Copyright comes into existence as soon as a work is created and no formality is required 

to be completed for acquiring copyright. However, it is advisable to state the terms of copyright at the bottom of your website.No. There is no copyright over news. However, there is copyright over the way in which a 

news item is reported. http://presscouncil.nic.in/norms.htm   For photographers, refer Section 17(b) and for journalists, refer Section 17(a) of amended Copyright Act, 1957 

 

Web journalism is search-based. A reader can locate the story of his choice by typing the search word or a search phrase. A news story once published on the site can be accessed 24/7 from the newspaper‟s online 

archives in contrast to a printed newspaper where one has to visit a library to locate a story that has been printed a month or a year ago. Newspapers can never match the convenience that media websites bring in 

terms of access and retrieval. The website can be updated round-the-clock in contrast to the printed newspaper which is printed only once in a day for a specific distribution area. This gives web journalism a big plus 

over the printed paper. A news website can publish news stories as video reports or multimedia stories, making web journalism a highly versatile news medium . A newspaper is limited to text. This limits the appeal 

of a newspaper considerably. Citizens can force every PA to create information every day strictly as per the system and procedure as per listed Acts and rules regulations listed under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day and 

that can be cross cheeked by applicant by asking reasons under 4(1) (d) by the affected person and copy of the same can be given to any applicant under 2( f)  of RTI Act .Promote transparency and accountability in 

the working of every public authority. Policy on Prevention, Detection, and Remediation of Fraud and Corruption by government is must and a major element of good governance is the control of corruption. For 

that reason, controlling corruption has been a key indicator. Good governance is a keystone of government. UPA government has given you RTI Act: Use It optimally :All opposition parties should use RTI optimally 

.Let they create booth wise RTI activists among their members or cadets and give them training and set of questions and gather that booth level information to perform better as opposition parties .Prime Minister 

should listen to opposition parties as they are voice of 66% voters. All responsible citizens should send RTI Question to each MP and each Minister and Prime Minister and get to know every day what they are doing 

and what they are performing and keep check on their performances and give them clear indication that India is awakened and want responsible Government which listens citizens.. All 70 MLAs and 543 MPs are 

public servants : After election are over all MLAs are public servants and they are MLA for all the constituency .All MLAs should chalk out their plans for development of their constituencies irrespective of who 

voted for them or who is not voted for them . THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005 is an Act to provide for setting out the practical regime of right to information for citizens to secure access to information 

under the control of public authorities, in order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority. 

            

 

 

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and 

years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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